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This dissertation is composed of two parts. Part I discusses the evolution of meditative 

poetry as a genre, with a particular emphasis on the influence of women poets and feminist 

critical theory. Part II is a collection of poems. 

Although several popular and critically-acclaimed poets working today write meditative 

poems, meditative poetry as a genre has not been systematically examined since M.H. 

Abrams’s essay on the meditative mode in Romantic poetry, “Structure and Style in the Greater 

Romantic Lyric.” Because one of the driving forces of meditative poetry is a longing for, or 

recognition of, a state of perception that lies between individual being and some form of 

universal ordering principle, meditative poetry might seem to be antithetical to a postmodern 

world that is fragmentary, contingent, and performative; indeed, earlier definitions of 

meditative poetry, tied to historical and cultural understandings of the individual and the 

Universal, no longer reflect “how we know” but only “how we knew.” However, this essay 

argues that there is a contemporary meditative structure that allows for a continued 

relationship between the individual and the Universal without resorting to the essentialism 

implicit in the genre as traditionally described. This new structure owes much to feminist 

theory, in particular écriture féminine, which models a method for recovery of self in language 

that would seek to efface it. In order to expose the boundaries of the contemporary meditative 

mode, and to outline its relationship to écriture féminine, this essay analyzes meditative poems 

from four contemporary poets: Kay Ryan, Jorie Graham, Linda Gregerson, and Linda Bierds, and 



contrasts contemporary variations on the genre with earlier traditions, identifying an evolved 

form that better reflects a postmodern rhetoric. 
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PART I 

LA MÉDITATION FÉMININE: CONTEMPORARY WOMEN POETS AND THE EVOLUTION OF THE 

MEDITATIVE MODE 
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Introduction 

The meditative mode has not been a very hot commodity of late as a subject for twenty-

first century poetry criticism. Although several popular and critically-acclaimed poets working 

today write in this mode—Robert Hass and Jorie Graham come immediately to mind—critics 

have not seemed very interested in exploring meditative poetry as a genre, perhaps because 

earlier definitions of meditative poetry imply allegiance to a type of essentialist thinking that 

postmodern theory has effectively dismantled. However, I argue that the meditative mode and 

postmodern theory are not opposed, but joined, in the following four contemporary meditative 

poems, and that postmodern critical perspectives—in particular écriture féminine—can help us 

reorient our understanding of meditative poetry as a viable genre in the contemporary world.   

By referring to meditative poetry, I do not merely mean poems which contain deep or 

sustained thought about a particular subject, but rather poems that are specifically engaged in 

epistemology. Meditative poems seek to enact in language “how we know.” The meditative 

poem works in the space between paradox and understanding, and it challenges the 

boundaries between individual mind and Mind. Exploring how meditative poems manifest this 

intentionality—what Louis Martz called the correspondence between “the Many and the One” 

(322)—helps us understand the mysteries of our own perception, just as the process of 

designing and creating intelligent machines helps us understand the workings of our own 

brains. 

It is true that the “meditative” label contains some historical baggage. The traditional 

definitions of the genre are outdated and limiting. These conventions (based first on the works 

of the Metaphysical poets and later on the Romantic poets) were codified long before 
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postmodernist and feminist theory changed the critical landscape by questioning the power 

structures inherent in language.  And, although later critics have explored how meditative 

structures have been effectively grafted on to contemporary lyric poems (Marks) or other 

genres (Pankey), there has been little exploration of how contemporary poets have revised the 

structures that define the genre itself, or whether there even is such a thing as a contemporary 

meditative genre that can be placed within a continuum of meditative poetry. I believe there is 

a contemporary meditative mode, and, while it is not exclusively feminist, it is closely allied 

with the tenets of écriture féminine. I outline the characteristics of this contemporary mode and 

its relationship to écriture féminine by examining meditative poems from four contemporary 

poets: Kay Ryan, Jorie Graham, Linda Gregerson, and Linda Bierds.  

The meditative impulse, with its corresponding desire for some form of epiphany, 

transformation, or connection, is often denigrated as a left-over Romantic tendency, outmoded 

in a postmodern world. In “Rejecting Closure,” critic Lyn Hejinian takes a dim view of this 

impulse: “The coercive, epiphanic mode in some contemporary lyric poetry can serve as a 

negative model, with its smug pretension to universality and its tendency to cast the poet as 

guardian to Truth.” She contrasts this “closed” mode with more “open” forms that disrupt the 

expectation of a connection between language and the world. Robert Pinsky similarly disdains 

poems, particularly those that might also be called “nature poems,” that engage in what he 

calls “the Romantic epistemology—an obsessive re-definition of the poet’s relationship to 

natural reality” (he is also specifically referring to “Corson’s Inlet” by A.R. Ammons) (154).   

It is true that one of the driving forces of meditative poetry is a longing for, or 

recognition of, a state of perception that lies between individual being and some form of 
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universal ordering principle—a unified theory, a  universal pattern, “the unique ‘relation 

between the parts of the thing to each other and again of the parts to the whole’—by which a 

discerning observer grasps the unique nature of every thing *sic+” (Martz 322). Because the 

meditative poem tries to freight language in such a way as to allow for the perception of the 

Universal—“fooling” the logos-centric consciousness into comprehending paradox, walking the 

boundary between patterned language and physical enactment—much  depends on its 

structural elements. By structural elements, I mean not only stanzaic, metrical, or syntactical 

patterns, but also the rhetorical “moves” that lead poet and reader toward the moment of 

meditation. Poet and critic Ellen Bryant Voigt proposes a similar organizational and rhetorical 

definition of structure as a “means to counter, with Shakespeare’s Darwinian varieties, a purely 

formal definition—the lyric as quadruped” (148). Voigt uses this definition to expand the 

boundaries of the lyric to include all of Shakespeare’s variations on the sonnet form, as well as 

to underscore its flexible nature—adaptable to contemporary poems, yet still inclusive of 

traditional structures which also embody rhetorical meaning, such as the Petrarchan sonnet 

(166-167). I argue that applying this same formula to meditative poetry—looking at structure 

not divorced from meditation but in service of it—exposes new variations that still embody the 

meditative intent but better reflect a postmodern rhetoric, thus avoiding both epiphanic 

closure and an obsessive concern with natural reality. Before describing those variations, 

however, it is useful to understand the traditional structures used to define the meditative 

genre thus far. 
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[H]istory, Hierarchy, and Penetration 

For the Metaphysical poets who inspired Louis Martz’s original definition of meditative 

poetry, the One was represented by the Holy Father, and the means of reaching it was via the 

Christian devout’s willing submission of individual reason and human emotion to God’s grace. 

Martz based his definition of “the poetry of meditation” on the “three-part way” of early 

Christian devotionals—texts that provided step-by-step practical guides and exercises for 

bringing man closer to God. The three-part way began with the Understanding (Reason) and 

worked the Emotional (the Affections) to move the Will (Spirit) to sublimate the self for 

contemplation of God’s divine mystery (Martz 34-35). Martz argued that the Metaphysical 

poets used the same underlying structure in their poems: a dramatic progression in linear, 

hierarchical order from low (individual man, one of the Many) to high (God, representative of 

the One).  The opening movement of the meditative poem was frequently a meditation upon 

the creatures or upon a place.  This opening movement—or “composition”—was itself a 

reflection of the medieval doctrine of correspondences and the Great Chain of Being. The 

second movement was the petition, in which “the meditator asks of God ‘that which I wish and 

desire’ to achieve in the whole exercise” (Martz 32-33). The petition was a sort of preparation 

for the upcoming colloquy with God, in which the speaker asked his reasoning mind to 

“understand” the moment of ecstatic self-sublimation to come. The final movement was the 

moment of colloquy—in the medieval Catholic devotions this was a moment of direct 

conversation with God; in later Protestant meditations, this colloquy changed to a moment of 

(self) combat—when the self took action (engaged the Will) to become purified (Martz 36; 131). 

Thus, the three parts work together in this way: in order to achieve the transcendence that is 
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his due, the devout man begins his meditation in his rightful place in the hierarchy, anchored to 

the physical world (composition of place/creatures). Through the resulting ordered ritual 

(making/rehearsing his petition to God and quieting the self-conscious reasoning mind), he 

then ascends up the great chain to converse with God on the nature of his petition and/or 

actively seeks purification. The meditative poem is “molded, to express the unique being of an 

individual who is seeking to learn, through intense mental discipline, how to live his life in the 

presence of divinity” (Martz 324).   

Sonnet 5 of John Donne’s “Holy Sonnets” is a good example of this progression. The 

speaker begins fully within his place—his individual self, the man-as-microcosm “little world.” 

He is prideful of his cunning and “angelic” nature, but moves rapidly to denigrating that same 

self in lines 3 and 4: 

I am a little world made cunningly 

Of Elements, and an angelic sprite 

But black sin hath betrayed to endless night 

My world’s both parts, and O, both parts must die. (1268-1269) 

The midsection of the poem reflects the first and second parts of the three-part way, a struggle 

of reason and emotion. The speaker petitions God to “Pour new seas in mine eyes, that so I 

might / Drown my world” or wash it clean, in order to make his human nature more pure and 

godlike (1269). The closing of the poem reflects the speaker’s willingness to ascend and be as 

one with God in His holy fire: “And burn me O Lord, with a fiery zeal / Of thee and thy house, 

which doth in eating heal” (1269). The self-confident tone of the opening speaker becomes 
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pleading in the closing lines, as the speaker begs for his own annihilation within God’s healing 

ecstasy. The poem’s structure has enacted the three-part meditative process. 

In his seminal essay, “Structure and Style in the Greater Romantic Lyric,” critic M.H. 

Abrams, following Martz, expands and revises the genre of meditative poetry to include the 

Romantics, particularly Wordsworth, Shelley, and Coleridge. In this later mode, the fluctuation 

between a sublime and almost unknowable outer world and a corresponding inner world is still 

present, but secular and sublime Nature, rather than God, represents the One. Abrams 

modifies Martz’s linear progression to emphasize a brief moment of meditative penetration 

rather than hierarchical transcendence; he describes the structure of the greater Romantic lyric 

as “out-in-out.” It begins in a fashion similar to the three-part way: with a meditation in a 

localized, specific place.  There is a procession of thought from the environs and physical 

location (out), to the poet’s mind, wrestling with some problem (in), and back out to the 

landscape, which is now somewhat changed for the poet after his intense meditation (Abrams 

201-202).  Although the intent of the greater Romantic lyric remains similar to that of earlier 

meditative poetry—still epistemological, still concerned with the relationship between the 

Many and the One—the formal structure of the later version has become slightly more 

transactional and less linear and hierarchical. After penetrating the One (represented by the 

natural landscape), the poet is changed by the epiphany but the landscape is also changed for 

the poet, as if the meditation has slightly and mysteriously changed its object. Coleridge 

described this new structure as a “circular motion—the Snake with it’s *sic+ Tail in its Mouth,” 

and Wordsworth called it the “two consciousnesses,” where a remembered picture in the mind 

is superimposed upon the picture before the eye (qtd. in Abrams 206). In both descriptions, we 
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can grasp the terror and loss the Romantics associated with the process; they were less inclined 

than the Metaphysicals to view the annihilation of self as a step on the path to transcendent 

joy, and sought to include the recovery of self within a repetitive cycle, partly prefiguring the 

dynamic exchange structure of contemporary meditations.  

Keats’s “Ode to a Nightingale,” for example, demonstrates the shift to the natural world 

as representative of the One, the penetrative out-in-out structure, and the pervading sense of 

individual loss. In the opening stanza, the poet is profoundly self-unaware, almost 

unconscious—“out” of himself and out in the landscape:  

My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains 

  My sense, as though of hemlock I had drunk,  

Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains 

  One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk: (169)  

The middle of the poem is an extended evocation of heightened feeling, prompted by the 

nightingale’s song and the surrounding natural beauty, that gradually moves inward to the 

moment of meditation, where the nightingale becomes a marker for the Universal, to which the 

poet is connected through its song:  

Thou wast not born for death, immortal Bird! 

  No hungry generations tread thee down; 

The voice I hear this passing night was heard 

  In ancient days by emperor and clown: (171) 

Finally, as the poem ends, the speaker moves back out into the world and loses the ecstatic 

connection: “Forlorn! the very word is like a bell / To toil me back from thee to my sole self!” 
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(171). The landscape, too, is recalled—“Past the near meadows, over the still stream, / Up the 

hill-side; and now 'tis buried deep / In the next valley-glades”—but now seems changed and 

less like an actual place than a dream-like state (171).   

Both Martz’s three-part way and Abrams’s out-in-out structure are still considered 

structural markers for meditative poems. However, it is clear how closely these rhetorical 

moves are allied with the particular historical and cultural representations of “the One” and the 

relationship of the individual to it.  A contemporary meditative poem with a Romantic structure 

might well be seen as a closed form, because in our contemporary world, we no longer have 

the same relationship to the natural world, the same understanding of the Universal, or even 

the same idea about the nature of the individual self. The structure of the poem would be 

mismatched to its rhetoric, and it would slip out of the meditative mode and into the realm of 

what Stanley Plumly calls “nature with an enlarged heart” (148). In fact, because both 

Modernist poetry and postmodern theory have taught us that life is fragmentary, contingent, 

and performative, that the old unities are suspect, and that essentialism can be dangerously 

reductionist, any poem that aims its sights into contemporary epistemological mysteries must 

acknowledge and accommodate those realities.  To do so requires new structural conventions.  

As Corey Marks states in “The Descriptive-Meditative Structure,” poems “surprise and convince 

us when they seem—when they are—dynamically alive in the world to which they respond” 

(136). Meditative poetry cannot be defined by settled and unchanging structural conventions, 

but must always be considered as a triangulation between a poem’s intent, its structure, and 

the world which it seeks to understand. 
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Gender and Genre 

In order to re-establish that triangulation for the twenty-first century, I have particular 

interest in introducing women’s voices to the genre conversation. Although many women poets 

write in the meditative mode, the critical response to meditative poetry has generally focused 

on male Metaphysical and Romantic poets or those few modern and contemporary male poets 

who are still somewhat connected to the earlier modes, such as A.R. Ammons or Robert Hass.  

In many ways, the earlier structural conventions that defined the genre are antithetical to 

women writing from a feminist position. Although Martz attempted to make his definition 

flexible enough to include Keats, Stevens, Yeats, Wordsworth, and Emily Dickinson (324), there 

are clearly some barriers for feminist writing within the constraints of this standard. The very 

meditative practice itself—a ritualized dramatic progression towards Christian transcendence 

that forms the spine of Martz’s definition—places the speaker in a position of submission and 

ultimately requires loss of self in order to achieve transcendence.  However, the notion of this 

resolution as joyful (“healing”) rather than painful and degrading (“burning”) depends, as Alicia 

Ostriker states in Stealing the Language, her history of women’s poetry, not only on fealty to “a 

dominating abstract father god” but also on the acceptance of “the faith that the cosmos is—

must be—hierarchically ordered with earth and body on the bottom and mind and spirit on the 

top” (219, 235). Effacement of self as a means of apprehending the Universal is not so easy to 

accept for those who have been traditionally effaced by what Adrienne Rich refers to as “the 

oppressor’s language” (qtd. in Ostriker 211) and Ostriker herself describes as the associated 

philosophical systems that mythologize women as either monstrous or missing and deem 

irrelevant the (traditionally female) “attributes of flesh and spirit” (219).   
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Likewise, the Romantic meditative mode also depends heavily on cultural mythologies 

that largely exclude female experience.  The willing submission of Christian theology is replaced 

with a Romantic understanding of ecstatic perception that models male sexual experience. That 

which is being penetrated—Nature, the Sublime—occupies the traditional female position; to 

ape the Romantic structure is to validate what Hélène Cixous refers to in “The Laugh of the 

Medusa” as the anti-narcissism of phallocentric writing—writing that characterizes women as 

“dark” and forces women to write about themselves in terms of lack, or “what … they haven’t 

got!” (2040, 2042). How, then, can a woman poet co-opt the meditative mode without 

essentially validating the phallocentric model and renouncing her own mystical relationship 

with the world? The answer is that women writing contemporary meditative poetry have, by 

“stealing” away language from its phallocentric underpinnings (Ostriker 210-211), also evolved 

the meditative mode; they have readjusted the triangulation of intent, structure, and 

relationship to the world to expose new genre conventions that represent a changed 

relationship of the One to the Many. If Martz’s metaphor is a great chain ascending upwards, 

and Abrams’s metaphor is an outward penetration and return, then the abiding structural 

metaphor for the following four poets could best be described as an ever-opening spiral—an 

“out-out-out” structure that begins with a localized moment and opens toward the Universal. 

This metaphor allows for ecstatic connection without annihilation, in language that moves with 

a generative, rather than destructive force; it “does not contain, it carries; it does not hold back, 

it makes possible” (Cixous 2052). This structural change embodies a corollary, and significant, 

change in epistemology; in the following contemporary meditative poems, the poles of Many 

and One are reversed, such that the Universal is now represented by the Many, and the One 
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represents an individual consciousness. Building upon the model of the greater Romantic lyric 

but extending it, the relationship between the One and the Many is no longer a fleeting 

moment of immanence but a dynamic, mutual exchange.  
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Reclaiming Language 

Kay Ryan’s poem “Things Shouldn’t Be So Hard,” provides evidence of a new type of 

contemporary meditation. In this poem, Ryan introduces a feminist perspective by first 

exposing the culturally-embedded phallocentricity of language and then subverting it, thus, as 

Cixous advocates, “breaking the codes that negate her” (2043). Ryan’s work does not, at first, 

seem to fit the meditative mold; her spare epigrammatic poems are generally described as 

Dickinsonian in lineage and style. However, like Emily Dickinson, she creates a sort of “discourse 

fusion,” compressing a complex epistemological intent into spare language, often single words 

chosen for maximum centrifugal force (Ladin). Her writing has been noted for its ability to 

reveal the “tangible realities of intangible states of being” (Cavalieri).  

The poem begins small, with the least among metaphors: a cliché.  However, in this 

case, the titular cliché embodies a key tenet of the new meditative mode: the understanding 

that the Universal is not represented by the One, but by the Many. The juxtaposition of the title 

against the opening lines—“A life should leave / deep tracks” (40)—clearly marks this poem’s 

concern with the tension between the life of an individual person and a collective, unified, but 

unnamed Other (the “Things” that shouldn’t be so hard). Although its epistemological concerns 

are baldly stated, this poem bears little resemblance to earlier meditative forms from a 

structural perspective. It does not begin with a description of place or a stroll through the 

wilderness.  Instead, the starting point for this poem, and others in the new meditative mode, is 

focused on the individual person or thing that exists within some type of system, and the first 

“move” of the new structure is to move outward to connect the individual to the system. 

“Things” is a meditation upon the systems of language, generally, and writing, specifically. 
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In the first move outward, Ryan connects an individual woman’s life to the human 

condition; the deep tracks of “a life” have formed “ruts where she / went out and back” into 

the world at large (40). Ryan advances this argument with carefully staged transitions from non-

gendered human experience (lines 1 and 22) to gendered, specific individual experience (“she” 

and “her” in lines 3-20).  The experiences of the specific woman are nested within statements 

about human life in general, and Ryan, as Cixous suggests, “draws her story into history” (2045) 

such that the “she” of the poem could stand in for “he or “she,” in the same way that “man” 

was once assumed to stand in for man or woman.  

However, in her second move outward, Ryan does not just create another false binary 

with woman on top, but rather creates a metaphor (similar to Cixous’s notion of bisexuality1) to 

both acknowledge the historic and challenge the essential phallocentricity of language. For 

example, in lines 5-7, the “she” goes out and back “to get the mail / or move the hose / around 

the yard”—performing traditionally masculine actions about the home, with a pun on 

“mail/male” and a phallic reference to a hose (40). In lines 8-14, the “she” stands before a sink 

and china knobs—not only representative of the traditionally feminine area of the house but 

also of female sexuality (40). Finally, in lines 15-18, the image of the switch, which she “used to 

feel for / in the dark / almost erased” (40), evokes the tenets of marked language against which 

écriture féminine sets itself: the idea that the feminine is dark, that it represents feeling or 

emotion rather than logos, and that it is therefore erased from language itself. However, these 

lines also represent the hard-earned triumph of women’s writing. When describing how the 

                                                      
1
 Cixous defines a woman’s “bisexualism” broadly, to mean that women embody the characteristics of all 

sexualities, and that this embodiment is non-competitive and non-exclusive (2047). 
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“she” makes her mark upon the world, Ryan’s references to “ruts,” to objects “rubbed down” 

and “worn out” (40), and to abrasion and scarification, recall Cixous’s own harsh, abrasive, 

labor-intensive words exhorting women to break the bonds of their suppression by finding a 

way to tell their own stories: “It is time for women to start scoring their feats in written and oral 

language” (2044).  

This intense fluctuation between “a woman,” “representative woman,” and “human” is 

mirrored in the fluctuation between marked language and écriture féminine. The traditionally 

“female” spaces in the poem (the sink, the knobs, the pastilles) are represented as “worn-out” 

and “rubbed down”—and these modifiers are both negative (signifying the oppression of 

women in life and in language) and positive, in the sense of comfortable and familiar objects 

well-used. They represent a kind of feminine language that is embodied in things. That this type 

of “writing” is to be respected is clear in the sharp, firm statement “Her things should / keep 

her marks” (40).  However, because the “male” things of the poem are also assigned to the 

“she,” the poem does not merely call for a gynocentric, but still “stolen” language; instead, 

phallocentric assumptions are disrupted and challenged from within the system itself.  This 

back and forth movement (woman as individual/woman as humankind; woman embodied in 

male signifiers/woman embodied in female signifiers; woman as oppressed/woman as 

empowered) enables the first half of the poem to reach stasis—in the sense of opposing forces 

stabilizing one another—rather than epiphany. 

 The absence of epiphany does not detract from the meditative power of “Things.” 

Instead, it exemplifies the type of ongoing exchange between One and Many that replaces 

ecstatic annihilation. The poem’s speaker stands apart from “she,” appearing to observe this 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89criture_f%C3%A9minine
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representative woman—human—from somewhere on high.  If one were to paraphrase the 

overt epistemology of this poem, it might be something like, “we are known by what we 

made;” covertly, however, this implies that we know by what we make, and, as the subtext to a 

poem that describes a woman literally moving about the world and making marks upon 

(possibly) indifferent things, this signifier of “marking” (writing) joins the poet/speaker to the 

unnamed “she,” thus allowing the speaker to generate the meditation without any form of 

submissive stance.  The poet is making; the poet is within the system of language (no longer 

denied her); the individual is participating in the meditative exchange with the Universal, and it 

is the world, not the speaker, which perceives a loss when “she” is gone: “And when life stops, / 

a certain space— / however small— / should be left scarred / by the grand and / damaging 

parade” (40). Although the title and closing line of the poem are expressed in the conditional, 

the concentrated force of that moment—combined with the ever-outward grandeur of the last 

two lines—bely the conditional “should,” and we feel certain that indeed, “things” are not as 

hard as they seem.  
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Postmodern Devotional 

If Ryan’s meditation reveals the dynamic exchange between individual act, writing as 

representation, and the system that describes them, then Jorie Graham’s “Prayer” extends that 

exchange to the representation of physical reality and its relationship to the Divine. The two 

poets could not be more different stylistically. If Ryan is heir to Dickinson, then Graham is 

Whitmanesque, and appears to embrace—or at least acknowledge—some of the conventions 

of the earlier meditational forms.  The outward movement of “Prayer” begins somewhat 

traditionally, with a meditation upon the creatures: “Over a dock railing, I watch the minnows, 

thousands, swirl” (3). This observant “I” seems much like one of the Romantics, settled in 

nature and engaging in colloquy. The title hints at the religious roots of meditative poetry, and 

the tension between religious devotion and reverence for nature—the two original markers for 

the genre—is ratcheted up as words like “unison,” “faith,” “invisible sending into the visible,” 

“infinity,” and “pure” are counterbalanced with the specifics of the natural scene: “minnows,” 

“boat-wake,” “current,” “sea,” and “sand” (3).  As in the earlier forms, the speaker works 

through a problem and seems to undergo some change near the end of the poem; in fact, the 

speaker specifically states this fact: “What you get is to be changed” (3).  Clearly, Graham 

invokes the genre conventions, locating “Prayer” firmly within the meditative tradition.   

However, the reconfigured epistemological apparatus—individual One versus universal 

Many—is also firmly in place. The individual speaker is posed against the infinite sea, as she 

stands letting sand drift from her hands into the wind; this is an image of specific, managed 

time (“Here, hands full of sand, letting it sift through / in the wind, I look in and say take this, 

this is / what I have saved, take this, hurry”) posed against the timelessness of time itself 
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(“More and more by / each glistening minute, through which infinity threads itself”), which is a 

collection of minutes (3). Similarly, the minnows are both individual beings and a collective 

force: “each a miniscule muscle,” “making of themselves a visual current” (3).  It is here, in 

these images that are both opposed and connected, that Graham begins to undermine the 

traditional closure and certainty of the earlier structures.   

From the relatively traditional beginning, the poem quickly shifts into a spiraling, 

transactional motion. In the following three lines, the minnows start as individuals, with agency, 

(they “swirl / themselves”) and then coalesce into some type of communal whole (3).  This 

body, however, is not an individual thing itself, but is dependent upon the actions of its parts to 

perform as a unified identity—“making of their unison (turning, re- / infolding / entering and 

exiting their own unison in unison) making of themselves” (3). These individuals-acting-together 

can enact some model of that which surrounds them by “making of themselves a / visual 

current”, yet they cannot become or even interact with the actual current itself, as the visual 

current is “one that cannot freight or sway by / minutest fractions the water’s downdrafts and 

upswirls” (3). Within these beautifully concise lines, the epistemological stage has been set. 

There exists some type of external aesthetic unity. The form of this unity can be momentarily 

glimpsed in individual physical things, but only when they each choose to move as one. The 

movement of the meditation is, like the minnows, re-infolding, entering, and exiting, and the 

Universal can only be glimpsed as a form of change.   

This sustained and multi-directional transactional movement marks Graham’s work as 

an evolved, rather than traditional, meditative poem.  A static, Romantic vision of Nature has 

been revised into an intricate and constantly changing system that is not separated from the 
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speaker by a gulf of language or consciousness, but is intimately connected with the individual 

observer.  The human is joined to the animal and the natural is joined to the human and even 

to the machine—the minnows are only a “visual” current; they must be observed to be joined 

as one; the water’s “downdrafts and upswirls” are affected by the “dockside cycles of finally-

arriving boat-wakes,” yet there is some deeper resistance, layers of current, and water that 

“seems to burst into / itself,” and finally back into the minnows, forcing them apart, forcing not 

only change in their unified body but change in the mind of the speaker: “this is freedom. / This 

is the force of faith. Nobody gets / what they want. / Never again are you the same” (3). This 

chimerical system of minnow, boat-wake, current, and poet represents a different kind of 

Divine, worthy of receiving a postmodern prayer. It is almost cyborgian, the metaphor that 

Donna Haraway chooses to signify an organized system divorced from power structures based 

on biological determinism. In “A Manifesto for Cyborgs,” Haraway imagines the cyborg as a 

space where “the boundary between the physical and non-physical is very imprecise” yet “the 

alternative is not cynicism or faithlessness”—but rather, revisions of patriarchal assumptions 

about the nature of the Divine (2273). Just as Haraway reworks the image of the cyborg to 

represent a new Universal in which identity has free play, Graham reworks the space of the 

meditative poem to accommodate both a vision of some external aesthetic unity and a 

postmodern sense of irony, an irony that is “about contradictions that do not resolve into larger 

wholes, even dialectically, about the tension of holding incompatible things together because 

both or all are necessary and true” (Haraway 2269).     

This sense of irony is specifically conjured up in the second half of the poem, which 

begins with the statement “this is freedom” (3). Graham juxtaposes phrases and ideas that 
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challenge but do not directly contradict one another. Freedom is paired with “force of faith” 

and “Nobody gets / what they want” is ungrammatical on purpose, blurring the boundaries 

between collective and singular (“Nobody” is both “no body” and “they”) (3).  The abstract is 

balanced against the personal—“this” freedom and faith are abstract, but “you” are not the 

same; “the longing” is abstract, while “you” are changed.  Finally, physical and temporal 

dimensions are confused in phrases like “Never again are you the same” which can be read as 

either mournful or matter-of-fact and seems to push the idea of the past into the future (3).  

Similar unresolved, partly contradictory statements occur at the end of the poem. Again in a 

departure from earlier meditative modes, the presence of the “I” grows stronger at the end of 

the poem, as the meditative exchange amps up; the “I” remains consciously intact while still 

interacting with the external system; it glimpses itself undergoing change as the structure 

opens up to engage and include the Divine in a sort of fully-engaged balance: “I am free to go. / 

I cannot of course come back. Not to this. Never. / It is a ghost posed on my lips. Here: never” 

(3). Although the individual-as-poet is partially displaced into both the physical reality of the 

minnows (note the modifiers of “visual” and “unison,” signifiers for writing and song), and the 

Divine (“The longing / is to be pure. What you get is to be changed”), the model is still one of 

interdependence (3). The “invisible” sends an “arrowing motion” into the “visible” which 

“forces change”—which paradoxically results in freedom, which again means change, and so on 

(3).  While there is a model of penetration in these lines, there is also a model of reciprocation; 

penetration here does not mean death but new opportunity. The thematic and narrative 

movement in the poem is generative and cyclical, not epiphanic or temporary—the speaker 

seems “so full of luminous torrents that *she+ could burst—burst with forms much more 
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beautiful” (Cixous, 2040). “Prayer” is a result of that commingling, a “ghost,” yes, but an 

utterance that exists because of “something I did” and one that modulates between the spatial 

“here” and temporal “never.”  
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The Art of Science 

In the works discussed above, Ryan and Graham approach the epistemological mystery 

of saying how we know in different ways. Ryan’s precisely balanced oppositions serve as a 

primer on the mutability of even the most basic elements of language, while Graham swirls and 

re-infolds image with philosophy to engender a sort of lush and painterly intellectual slippage 

between word and idea. Each poet employs a slightly different lens, though with a similar focus: 

for Ryan, it is gendered language; for Graham, it is spiritual or religious language. For the next 

poet I discuss, Linda Gregerson, the lens that focuses her meditation is that of science and the 

perceived opposition between how science and art “say how we know.” Gregerson also differs 

from both Ryan and Graham in that she brings more of the physical presence of the poem—its 

nature as artifact—to bear in the meditation. Gregerson’s poem “Elegant” is much more 

syntactically adventurous than either “Things” or “Prayer,” and the narrative structure is more 

oblique. In addition to the complex syntax, Gregerson’s use of page layout and white space as 

metaphor, along with wide-ranging allusions to other texts, emphasize the notion that a poem 

is an individual text among a multitude of others. If word is not exactly made flesh in “Elegant,” 

it is certainly made physically present. 

Appropriately, “Elegant” begins as a meditation inside the body of one of the lowest of 

the creatures: the embryonic roundworm. The characteristic exchange between individual and 

Universal begins early; the first lines contain metaphorical equivalencies of subset to superset 

that shift in and out in rapid succession:  

Dewpoint and a level field.  Or slick 

 of agar, 
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   microscope, 

     the embryonic roundworm and 

an open mind. (61) 

“Dewpoint and a level field” give way to “slick of agar;” “microscope” and “embryonic 

roundworm” are joined to “open mind;” a world that “so rarely / lets us in, let’s / praise” (note 

the pun) (61). The ideas generated from this quick back-and-forth movement form the 

connective tissue of the poem; we are pushed along as the speaker’s thoughts modulate 

between world and creature, body and genome, and, more broadly, art and science.  Even the 

lineation and white space contribute to this twisting motion; although Gregerson uses white 

space and mixes left-, right-, and center-aligned text in many of her poems, the textual pattern 

of “Elegant” looks suspiciously close to a double helix. It is hard not to conclude that Gregerson 

is having some serious fun with a poem about a genome that looks like DNA. 

“Elegant” combines the centrifugal force of “Things” (although the discourse fusion 

occurs from the counterbalanced images and short, spare lines instead of within single 

compressed words; the poem builds like blocks stacked upon one another, with the edge of 

each block or phrase just touching the next) with the swirling motion of “Prayer.” The poem 

gathers force almost like a tornado, picking up bigger ideas as it moves outward—connecting 

Wallace Stevens’s “Death is the mother of beauty” to the same understanding in science:  

We knew, 

said my tutor, that death was a part of it, think 

 

    of the webbing that’s eaten away in 
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order  

that you may have fingers. (61)  

Next, Gregerson returns to the connection between the roundworm and human condition, 

etymologizing its Latin name: “Caenor- (filth) hab- / ditis (one who dwells there),” but this time 

adding another big idea—language as representation (science) versus language as metaphor 

(art). Both worm and human might be described as “dwelling in filth”—the roundworm literally, 

the human metaphorically (61). Gregerson reinforces this Christian metaphor later in the poem, 

again etymologizing a scientific term, this time the Greek apoptosis, which she uses to show 

both the genetic mechanism for discarding unused cells and to suggest that the postlapserian 

state is not a fallen state, but an evolved one: “So apo- / (Gk., away from) ptosis (fall), as leaves 

/ preserve the tree by learning / to relinquish it” (64). 

As in the earlier poems, “Elegant” approaches the Universal as a collective system. 

These are not just blocks randomly stacked, but images organized in a pattern that can be 

intuited, though perhaps not fully apprehended: “think / of the webbing that’s eaten away in / 

order / that you may have fingers.”  Here the syntax as well as the images and lineation 

emphasize the systemic nature of the Universal; note that “order” is placed on its own line, 

emphasizing the connectedness of “webbing” and “fingers” and suggesting webs of meaning or 

even the Internet, a web of communication. The emphasis on “order” is key; all webs form a 

pattern.  The idea of pattern or order is a form of aesthetic unity, and it is a unity that is exactly 

defined by the connections between things.   

However, in this poem, the Universal is glimpsed not only in the transactions between 

the individual subject and the outside system but in the transactions between what we often 
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consider opposed systems—the naming and categorizing of science is exposed as a kind of 

poetry; the processes of the body are related to the religious mythologies that govern our social 

and moral systems; those language systems that we might consider most phallocentric —

scientific and religious language—are turned around to embrace the generative impulse of 

écriture féminine, language that is “dynamized by an incessant process of exchange from one 

subject to another” and in which “the mother, too, is a metaphor” (Cixous 2047). Gregerson 

recovers both the body (traditionally identified with the feminine) as a locus for mindfulness 

but also recovers “the mother” from Stevens’s sense of death as a dark, but necessary, end to 

life.  Instead, death and its “cognate (mother)” in “Elegant” are one and the same—not death 

and life, but death-is-life, both signified by “mother” (65). This joined and distinctly female 

energy presents itself in the genetic programming of the roundworm, where “sister cell*s+” 

engulf the dead cells and “daughter cells” represent the living sequence (62), and echoes 

Cixous’s description of the generative energy of the feminine, an inclusive, not oppositional, 

Othering: ”In her, matrix, cradler; herself giver as her mother and child; she is her own sister-

daughter” (2047).  Finally, at the end of the poem, Gregerson moves outward once more to 

include the individual-as-subject in her vast pattern, connecting the speaker’s body to both the 

roundworm and the Universal: “we are made of it, are cognate (mother) to the worm, a worthy 

/ daily labor and this thread / of in-the-cells remembering make it so” (65).  Gregerson keeps 

the lyric moment of realization but avoids the grand epiphany by ending on a small particular—

the poem ends where it begins, on the image of the worm—yet it is no longer simply an 

individual body but a point on the vast plane, just as each of our “man-made” systems—
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literature, science, religion—are themselves reflective of and a part of some larger universal 

pattern. 
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Circling Back 

In the three poems discussed above, the individual speaker has gradually given way to 

the poem-as-text as a representative for the Individual. In “Things” the speaker as subject is 

fully present and involved in the meditation; in “Prayer,” the “I” is partly present, yet it is the 

shifting between scene and idea that power the meditation; in “Elegant,” the speaker is barely 

present, a disembodied observer who only serves to tether the poem at various points to the 

physical reality of the laboratory, as its language pulls it outward into metaphor. In the last 

poem I discuss, “DNA,” by Linda Bierds, the speaker is—to borrow a term from fiction—a third-

person omniscient narrator. Indeed, “DNA” might be considered closer to a vignette or 

dramatic scene than a contemporary meditation, were it not for the formal elements of the 

poem which are perfectly, almost eerily, matched to the subject at hand. In “DNA,” the 

meditative structure is almost fully embedded within the poem’s formal conventions, even 

more so than in “Elegant.”  

“DNA” is a pantoum, a quatrain form that repeats lines from stanza to stanza to create 

an interlocking pattern. In the traditional form, the second and fourth lines of each stanza are 

repeated as the first and third lines of the next stanza throughout the body of the poem, and 

the poem ends with what is called a “circle-back” to the two unrepeated lines of the first stanza 

(Turco 223).  Although the pantoum’s requirements for repeated words and circling back would 

seem to resist the “out-out-out” motion characteristic of the contemporary meditation, Bierds 

turns this to her advantage in “DNA.” As with actual DNA, each individual element on the strand 

(line) is changed by its proximity to others, and as the strand grows longer, the organism 

(poem) becomes more complex. From beginning to end, the poem’s images (which represent 
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the Individual) also become increasingly complex: “Two dozen toothpick pegs, a vial of amber 

glue” are replaced by cardboard shapes, which are followed by salt and sugar atoms, which are 

followed finally by bud, blossom, egg, and lamb (174). Bierds uses the repetitive nature of the 

form—in which so much stays the same from stanza to stanza—to emphasize the metaphorical 

distance traveled; the poem begins and ends in “February, Cambridge, 1953,” but the toothpick 

pegs of the opening stanza have been transformed into the salutary lamb of the closing stanza 

(174). 

Likewise, Bierds also works the form to achieve the transactional exchange between 

individual thing and universal pattern. This exchange begins in the second stanza and continues 

through the midsection of the poem, as the pressure of the “this way, that” phrases pushes the 

individual shapes into “star-shot elegance” and “pliant, spiral-flung alignments” and solitude 

becomes “pristine redundancy” (174). In the second-to-last stanza, the prosaic “laboratory 

lamb” is replaced in the last stanza with the religious “salutary lamb” (174). Concrete, specific 

objects and modifiers (pegs, shapes, laboratory) are connected via repetition and proximity to 

images expressed in elevated diction (star-shot, spiral-flung, pristine, salutary), suggesting that 

these humble things belong to some larger, more abstract, and more beautiful pattern. Like 

Ryan, Bierds also exploits the transactional force of individual words, differently considered. 

Some words, like genes, are repeated multiple times with no variation; others are repeated 

with slight variations that nonetheless have significant effects.  In stanza 4, line 4, “conjugate” 

describes the action of the “slender pegs,” falling into place to form the shapes of the double-

helix (174). “Conjugate” used here suggests the reciprocal joining of two elements, as in 

chemistry; or of the sexual union of two individuals; and certainly the grammatical meaning of 
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inflection.  However, when the line is repeated in the next stanza, “conjugate” is changed to 

“congregate,” (describing the joining together of “salt and sugar atoms”) with its associated 

images of generally joining together as a group and specifically joining together as a religious 

congregation (174). The fluent linguistic play that changes “conjugate” to “congregate” not only 

provides yet another individual-to-group comparison, but also recalls Luce Irigaray’s rejection of 

phallocentric representations of woman as merely one-of-two—“No need to fashion a mirror 

image to be ‘a pair,’ or to repeat ourselves a second time” (78)—versus as distinct individuals 

that exist together without opposition to one another—“We live as two beyond images, 

mirages, and mirrors. Between us, one is not the ‘real’ and the other, her imitation; one is not 

the original and the other, her copy” (78). With these seemingly slight but symbolically 

weighted word shifts, Bierds turns the poem this way and that, connecting individual word to 

grammar system, individual atom to complex organism, individual woman in her own right to 

the “human” system, and, ultimately, language structure to organic structure. It is this last, 

sustained dynamic exchange which so exemplifies this poem’s connection to the contemporary 

meditative mode. Bierds makes the pantoum into a metonymic representation of the double 

helix. The epistemological intent of this poem—to say how we know—is so fully realized it 

almost seems to enact being through words. The (individual) poet is both recognizing and 

enacting the (universal) act of creation.   
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La méditation féminine  

In summary, I offer an evolution of the meditative mode, one which avoids the historical 

trappings of phallocentric language, encompasses the voices and experiences of women poets, 

and maintains a lively connection to the world to which it responds. “La méditation féminine,” 

named thus in acknowledgement of the influence of postmodernist theory (generally) and 

French feminist theory (specifically) on those writers actively revising the genre, includes new 

representations of the Universal, new structural conventions, and a new relationship between 

the two that models how we, as individual conscious beings, relate to our twenty-first century 

reality.  

Although contemporary poets continue to express the desire for some form of unified 

aesthetic principle, that principle is now represented as a type of functional system—collective 

rather than essential. This system has no inherent power structure or gender; it simply exists as 

an artifact of the act of creation: an unnamed collection of things, a school of minnows, the life 

cycle of a roundworm, the double helix.  What is universal about these different symbolic 

forms? Their natures as systems, governed by discernable processes. In la méditation féminine , 

God-the-Father has been replaced by a universal pattern, something akin to what 

anthropologist and philosopher Gregory Bateson calls “Mind.”2  As in Bateson’s concept of 

Mind, the relationship between individual and Universal is an ongoing feedback loop or fully 

                                                      
2
 Gregory Bateson, a pioneer of systems theory, described an epistemology in which all living things are 

considered part of nested and complex systems, all of which he calls “Minds.”  Bateson describes Mind as being 
the process of response to information; all information is about change.  Social systems have Minds, ecosystems 
have Minds, the processes of the human body have Minds.  This is different from the notion that logos or reason is 
the superior form of mind and that mind is immanent in things.  In Bateson’s epistemology, things don’t “have” 
minds; mind can only be glimpsed as a process, and glimpsing this universal process or pattern connects the 
individual being to the greater system. Bateson also suggests that the Universal Mind, which he calls “the pattern 
which connects” is aesthetic, rather than scientific or religious (7, 16, 85-118).  
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integrated exchange, not a one-way or one-time experience.  The ecstatic moment is thus an 

extended modulation in which mind and Mind reflect upon one another and are changed.  

To accommodate this different type of meditation, contemporary poets have modified 

the outdated structural conventions traditionally used as markers for the genre—the linear, 

hierarchical progression towards transcendence that annihilates the individual and the out-in-

out model of fleeting ecstasy followed by loss. It is here that the influence of feminist theory 

can be felt most strongly. The four contemporary meditative poems discussed above resist a 

limiting, phallocentric model of epiphany and instead embrace the Other that is not opposed, 

but within themselves, the generative, life-giving force contained in the symbolic Mother.  

Cixous describes this type of writing as an outpouring, or an endless flow, and indeed this 

movement of outwardness—from the individual mind toward the greater pattern, without a 

single epiphanic moment but with multiple, and perhaps contradictory, epiphanies—can be 

glimpsed in the works described above. La méditation féminine provides a model for meditative 

poetry as white magic, or “mother’s milk” (Cixous 2047)—a meditative mode that emphasizes 

ongoing connection and exchange rather than annihilation and loss.  
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To Bear or Carry Across  
 

It was a human being—a girl form, reclining on the moss among the ferns and herbage, near the 
roots of a small tree.  

W.H. Hudson, Green Mansions 

 
Each afternoon you take my hand 
and walk me to the aspen grove 
below the cabin.  The piebald 
trunks and white limbs, the quaking 
 
leaves: silly girls, you say, shaking 
out their hair, or appaloosas 
running.  We stretch along the rocks 
beside the creek, our arms dappled 
 
jade green. You are Rima the bird- 
girl, you say. Rima speaks her own 
tongue. She is mistress of the woods. 
She travels alone. Then who will  
 
you be? Her mother, you say. Look, 
the creek is a silver ribbon 
left behind, or the moon on plains  
grass.  You can cup your hands and drink, 
 
this water is pure; it is snow. 
Rima the jungle girl would drink, 
you tease me, and because I know 
this story, from the old cloth-bound  
 
book rough against our knees each night, 
I step into the snowmelt creek 
with you, our bare feet bluing white. 
We drink; the water is moss, rock, 
 
dirt; the sun parts my hair; a breeze 
worries the aspen leaves; the creek 
speaks its own tongue; I could run swift 
as the bird-girl on my pale feet. 
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I had forgotten the mother 
dies.  Rima is left with her strange 
language— hoofbeats, birdcall, echo.  
I rest my head against the rough  
 
trunk. Soon, I’ll take your hand, walk you 
to the aspen grove.   Look, I’ll say, 
the girls are wading in the creek. 
Their feet are roots beneath the moss.  
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The Secret Garden 
 
 
In response to the infusion, your body bloomed a clot. 
It lodged, nudging tissue with its heavy head, 
blowsy and full of seed, impregnate with the thought 
 
of wind. Wind to lift the curtains when the night is hot, 
wind to clear the pansies from the bed. 
In response to the infusion, your body bloomed a clot, 
 
its petals violent blue, their yellow-stained tongues caught 
open-mouthed below the skin where vessels burst and bled.  
Blowsy and full of seed, impregnate with thought 
 
you stare at me, buried just below the iris; this garden plot 
is presently untended. Tangled vines seethe around your head— 
a comforting illusion. Your body bloomed a clot, 
 
and I speak to you as if you were my child, my heart 
a gazing bowl, Narcissus before Echo stumbled, wounded, 
blowsy and full of seed, impregnate with her thoughts. 
 
In response to my confusion, you slip the knot 
between us, sink deeper into earth, barely present on the bed. 
I cling to the delusion your body blooms the clots.  
You are blowsy, full of seed, impregnate with your thoughts. 
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Day Trip to Boca Chica  
 
 
My father, squared and measured, casts  
a patient arc from sun to wave, but my brother,  
brown as wet sand, slender as the rod  
itself, twirls out his line, spins the reel 
too long, daring gravity. When its coil  
 
and whip pulls him from the rocks 
his smile is white as froth; 
he dives, then surfaces on a ray, 
stretched across its muscled back, 
stung with ecstasy.  
 
My mother is shelling, half-stooped, wandering  
from wave to shore. She dips her hands  
in mud like watered silk, fingers brushing  
claw and shell, tar and bone. Shards  
of lightning whelk or spiny murex,   
 
held back against the undertow,  
obscured, revealed, washed clean. 
Digging deeper, she cuts her palm—    
a catfish skull, scoured of flesh and twined  
in seagrass, strangely cruciform. 
 
At dusk, we make a fire. Burrowed  
in the sand, I feel the pointillist tattoo  
of ghost crabs, their skeletons of moonlight  
in my hands. Far away, too far to see,  
the fishing shacks that stalk the dunes  
 
run down on crooked stilts to drink,  
lean splintered faces to the wind,  
fold their legs and sail away. 
We douse the smoke, climb in our boat, 
and push off toward the island. 
 
A supertanker rears up, hull strung 
with lights, a great silent beast  
from the deep. Caught in the channel, 
nothing below our feet but the swoop 
and roll of dark water, we drift in its wake, 
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a little tin shell, a silver lure cast  
into the Gulf. The moon is a spool of filament  
that flutters in the breeze. We struggle  
to right ourselves. Just over the keel, a pelican  
wheels and drops, gathering fish from the sea. 
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Attar of Rose 
 
 
Behind the door, a vial of ash.  Or dust. 
Or tea-stained bark, now gray with age. 
 
A dessicated bud, velvet turned 
to tissue under glass; the fleshy 
 
hip that cupped the seed,  
now wax.  And in the copper kettles, 
 
living blooms, the water wild 
with petals dark as blood. 
 
The breath has left its steam 
upon the glass. The body of the rose 
 
is not the rose till it becomes  
the rose behind the ear, 
 
or brushed against the throat. 
Before the fall, I stroked a petal cheek; 
 
before the blade touched lightly 
at your neck, you crowned me queen  
 
of summer. My fingers trace  
the scars that mark each branch; 
 
the canes are brittle, no memory 
of green, no swollen flush of red  
 
along the stem.  Once strong, the tap root  
is disturbed and cannot draw. 
 
Behind the wall, the thorn.  A spur to the flank.   
My palm a smear of blood. 
 
How hard it is to lift this hollow trunk 
and brush the earth from your forehead. 
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Ideopathic Retinal Inflammation in Autistic Boy, Age 19  
 
 
You held a shaky hand 
to your brow and told us,  
The light, the light! 
as you were going blind. 
 
And we knew, 
the way  that parents  
of small children know— 
divining fever from the breath, 
 
the sweat, the sweetness  
of the gaze before confusion—  
we suspected  
but even we were blind.  
 
As a newborn, you lay pale 
and barely moving under constant  
light. We painted constellations 
in your room; and the last  
 
quiet hour of every long night 
I pressed my cheek to yours 
and willed the thrum and pull 
of your frantic heart 
 
to match the steady beat of mine. 
We told the family doctor; she 
wouldn’t see.  We told the ER 
doctor; he wouldn’t see.   
 
They were too ashamed  
to see the boy in man’s clothes,  
stumbling and afraid,  
and all the time you told them, 
 
the light, the light! 
They looked away. As if  
you were unworthy of their saving.   
As if the only choice left  
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was to pass our shaking hands 
across your brow and lay with you,  
in a dark room under dimming  
constellations, going blind. 
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Kepler 
 
 
It is squat: a brute force eye.  Thuggish god, 
shoved deep into space and left to circle 
the farthest star field, unbothered by Earth’s 
elegant ellipse.  Tethered to the sun, 
no moving parts except short wheels and gears 
to thrust its heavy trunk up and down, 
photometer blinking at stars too far 
away to see, their faint coronas measured 
in waves that roll across the universe 
like tides.   
 
What made you look up at the edge 
of the night surf, walking alone, the cold 
a sweet relief from your baby daughters’ 
fevered cries, their souls already trembling 
at the edge of flesh and about to pass. 
You look up, the harsh wind would blur your eyes, 
the moon calm above silvered clouds roiling 
with the winter storm and the small angry 
whitecaps fussy as your daughters’ tiny 
fists, clenching and then failing to clench, 
cresting and then falling under the moon’s 
gaze.  Later, clear-eyed, weeks from the day your 
daughters’ bodies, at last cool, were washed,  
wrapped and given final kisses, you drew 
a breath, put pen to paper, wrote: if the earth ceased  
to attract waters of the sea, the seas would rise  
and flow to the moon.   
 
The eye can only see starlight 
but must stare fiercely, always wide open, 
spinning around the sun, never able 
to sleep, refracting strange figures 
to mark the passing of giants, planets 
revealed by the shadows they place  
on their own suns. You imagined the year  
of Christ’s birth, thought, how can a child  
not mark a father’s orbit? This is how we might  
know him: by the shadow across his light. 
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After 
 

The emptied room. Your 

feral stare. Words you won’t hear. 

Me, bringing trinkets. 
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Faith   
 
 
That he remembers  
reaching a small hand into russet  
and ochre leaves, dried 
and curled like old paper, a drift 
of sycamore and red buckeye 
over longleaf pine.  
 
That he remembers 
the rough bark crumbling into 
damp earth, the star-shaped 
sweetgum, his small palm white as 
apple flesh pared   
from red-gold skin. 
 
That he remembers 
digging under sap-smeared needles 
and powdery moss, his yelp 
at the pale hull buried in green 
and brown.  Soft as wrinkled skin, 
furrowed like the earth. 
 

my breath warming his fingers,  
still baby plump  
 
our cheeks red as late berries,  
still clinging to winter branches 

 
That he remembers 
opening the walnut in two cupped halves, 
prising the earthy seed  
from its wooden cradle, careful 
not to break 
the empty chamber. 
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Indian Paintbrush 
 
 
You only told me this much: in the summer,  
we took our beds into the backyard to sleep under the stars.  
You were still a girl, and had not thought of me, 
and did not tell me how you lay with arms flung up 
 
against the bedposts, white iron fleurs-de-lis stiff and cool 
as bones. You did not tell me how you gazed into the sky 
and dreamed of clutching the mare’s neck, hair streaming 
as her hooves tattooed red clay, or how each day you walked together 
 
to the fence line and the tank, where you swung down 
to let her drink and graze and shucked your boots 
and rolled your jeans to wade into the copper-colored 
water. You did not tell me how the sky was flat blue,  
 
concentrated as a baby’s stare, and the heat rippled 
in waves across the field, and how you stayed out till dusk, 
when the Indian paintbrush flared against caliche and mesquite  
like the setting sun.  You did not tell me this.  
 
You only said, these are my favorites,  
as we walked through the field to the fence line. 
The brash red blooms spread around us, exploded 
stars. Though I was still a girl and was not thinking of you.  
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Neuropathy   
 
 
If I could describe it, I would say a touch 
of numb, a nerve asleep, the cool burn  
of absence, a breath that does not reach the skin.   
 
It is hard to grasp a pen, and yet, I write: the scrawl 
of branches. And yet, I see the pomegranate sun— 
despite the eyelid’s slack and constant weeping.   
 
How long before I sit placid as the slump- 
shouldered hay, my sharp ends bound 
and unable to prick the bare flesh of summer? 
 
Will I be left to memorize the world? 
For now, I tell the corner of my mouth to rise,  
slow as the moon over barbed wire.  
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Reliquary   
 
 
I have been looking for you. 
I have five chinaberries, mottled and bruised  
like your fingertips. I could put them in the eggshell 
 
cup. I have a pecan, and the silver-scrolled vise.  
I could crack the meat to dust, offer you  
the shattered body of the nut.  
 
I have been looking for you, tracing  
the bony spiral of the ammonite, pressing 
my cheek to the rose rock, sandstone  
 
stained red with iron. I place all these things 
in the blue bowl, speckled like a bird’s egg, 
and there are your hands— 
 
turning biscuit dough onto waxed paper, pale with flour. 
 
I am looking at you. I could press my fingers 
to your cool skin, but I turn away.  You left 
what you wanted to leave: the red clay  
 
of the creek bed. Our legs covered in mud.  
A shell, a rock, the soft flesh. 
Our hands, gathering.    
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Section II: Desire 
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Browne, Dissecting   
 

from the confusion of Babel, the Ægyptians found the best evasion; for, though words were 
confounded, they invented a language of things   

Sir Thomas Browne, Pseudodoxia Epidemica  

 
I imagine you kneeling to catch a silver fish. 
Your hands are rough with cold and January rain, 
and the minnow, a mere glint of pewter in mud, 
struggles in the cage of your fingers. Later, 
 
opening the body, you note the zig-zag lines 
that cross the pale belly. How marvelous this fish!  
The water glyph inscribed in black striations 
on the vellum of its flesh, like the ochre-stained 
 
reeds of the scribe marking the slow waves of the Nile, 
a sleek muscle fanning the great delta, feathered with sedge 
hollow as the cartilage in this tiny caudal fin. 
I imagine the smile at the corner of your mouth 
 
as you think of his hand on your hand, guiding 
the blade, your stillness as you breathe 
the dust and heat and musk of his skin, sleet 
spitting against your window, the fish laid out 
 
like an offering, a message of scale and bone.  
Word made flesh made word again. 
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Unwrapped 
 
 
The small brushes 
(more than the tap  
and clink of tiny spades,  
gentle but insistent) 
remind me of  
that first tendril.  Soft,  
furred, 
its childish clinging, 
pale as we were pale,  
before the earth  
broke over us. 
 
The careful fingers, 
too slow to ease away 
the dirty linens 
meant to case us: 
two dolls, 
husband and wife. 
As if the busy 
flesh would keep still 
and quiet in the dark;  
as if we would long 
to watch each other,  
stiff as leather, 
airless and apart 
from the world. 
 
The soul is not 
in the stela 
or the skin 
or the flush 
organ meat, wrapped 
moist and secreted 
in jars.  The soul 
is not on or in 
a vessel and only 
pieces of the soul 
are caught 
like the flesh 
of animals 
or enemies 
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on barbed sticks, 
made visible 
with rude paint. 
 
No, the soul is in the bones. 
All geometry inscribed  
in the graceful arc 
of rib.  We began together:  
two of one.  
The shallow 
curve of my hip 
under your palm, 
the damp hollow  
at your throat, nook 
of breastplate 
and ribcage. 
The curtain drawn back 
from the window,  
the first warm day, 
only roots 
and vines to bind 
our long bones, 
the tendrils limpid  
green, entwined, slow 
to release us  
but aching 
for sun. 
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Demeter Speaks to “Women in Myth” Panel at Mid-Atlantic MLA 
 
 

Welcome, ladies! and gentleman. 
  
Let me start by asking—  
who among us has a  teenage   
daughter? And who would really mind  
  
six months alone? (Laughing; the gentleman frowns). 
Yes, yes (carefree wave, long gray hair curling   
like young vines). I know what you’re thinking! 
  
Isn’t she supposed to be 
so sad? Searching, always searching 
for her maiden daughter?  Wandering, distraught, over barren 
  
blah blah blah.  (Nails click the podium. Insects seem to be 
gathering outside the institutional 
windows).  You know the drill— 
  
bees, flowers, a  youngish  girl in white,   
a dangerous boy. Dark, agoraphobic, still lives at home. Only goes out as an avatar.  
A bit of a geek!   Still, powerful. 
  
And ladies—you know how we love a challenge! 
You! Stop looking superior! (The gentleman slaps his ear. 
There is a drop of blood on his palm).   
  
To return to my story— don’t I always? 
I had to let her go.  Daughters must feel their power  
before they learn to harness it. 
  
Am I right? (Throaty laughter, a faint rumble beneath the soles. 
The moderator stealthily 
removes her shoes).  
What I’m saying is, we planned it this way. 
  
So stop with the lamenting , the myth-making,  
the drama.  
And you! Stop presuming to tell my story! 
  
He had something pretty, 
and she wanted it.  Now I have time to travel, and every year new  
grandchildren.  
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On the Comal (New Braunfels, Texas) 
   

 
I. The Float 
 
No politics on the river! Sharp, shrill, 
her voice flies over his head like a jay. 
Slumping in the tube, cowed, he wants to kill 
her. He pulls his cap down to hide his face. 
He feels scorched. Why did he salute? Pump one 
drunk fist at that boy soldier, with fresh blue  
Eagle and Star, e pluribus unum? 
They all believe. What penance can he do 
for leading? His wife thinks he needs a float, 
a sunny day, a beer, a kiss, to slip 
under the current, wash away the smoke 
sand blood fire sweat oil flesh.  Not politics 
that sent him there.  He wanted to be strong. 
He reaches for her hand.  They drift along. 
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II. Girls Gone Wild 
 
Three girls are languid on the dock, dangling 
arms like willow branches over deep slow 
currents, all ribs and bony knees. Hanging 
close to the edge of the precipice, old 
enough to jump but afraid of the deep 
chill, the bone shock, the gasp in the throat, 
the long plunge before furred moss stops feet 
hitting bottom.  They roll off the dock, float 
up through pale green light, Ophelia’s call 
ignored, they are used to sun and want more, 
more than water lapping at their hips, all 
day they dream of it, how it was before 
longing.  When they dove for fish, glimpsed silver. 
Turned away from the bend in the river. 
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III. The Springs 
 
Did some German frontier burgher reach down 
into the moss-lined breech, poke with a stick  
to clear out snakes, listen for the low sound 
of bees before lowering to take drink? 
And before that, did the Spanish padre 
slide his pale hands beneath the lacy ferns 
and pull them back, part the leaves, press water 
to his hot skin before he unlearned 
all his lessons? Already forgotten,   
the wolf communion of Tonkawa men - 
who thrust their wolf faces to the spring, caught 
in two worlds, still covered in their wolf skins. 
Deep below, some heart, through some ancient vein,  
beats. Sun heats wet stone. Some wheel turns again. 
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IV. Toobs 
 
She kneels, swaying, beer in hand, neon TOOBS 
painted in pink on black rubber, dizzy 
with sun. It’s my birthday, y’all! Giggles, moves 
to a song in her head, flushed and pretty 
in an unformed way, nineteen, feeling it, 
feeling the boys who float under the trees 
watching and waiting for ripe fruit, she dips 
down and whispers, I want to show my titties! 
No one dissuades her. And why shouldn’t she? 
They’re hers to show. Trembling now, she unties 
her straps, grins, raises arms to air and feels 
that Texas sun caress her, dives off, glides 
through water clear as bottle glass, icy cold. 
Goddess of the spring at nineteen years old. 
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Superhero 
 

You told me after years of walking barefoot 

along creekbeds, belly-crawling through speargrass, 

and wading in the lukewarm green slime 

of the spillway, after catching snapping turtles  

and sliders, and keeping a reticulated  

python, and a bull snake, and the gator  

your cousins got in Florida, after you blew up  

the garage, after the crescent-shaped scar 

and the bad-tempered squirrel, you told me 

that one day, after the chocolate-covered ants, 

and the 1970s, and various hallucinogens, 

after you were chased at gunpoint, and hiked through 

the Continental Divide, where you surprised 

a bear, and carried a guitar on your back, you said 

after you watched the bus swept away 

in a flood, and played a gig in platform shoes  

and a cape, after you convinced me  

it was okay in the office, and the back room, and the compact 

car, despite the stick shift, and on some big rock 

at a state park, after you held your son, and your daughter, 

and your son, you told me that at fourteen, you had learned 

to fear death.  But I didn’t believe you, because  

while we were talking, you walked twenty-five feet  

above a river on a lodgepole pine and then struck 

two flints together to make fire. 
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My God 
 
 
Has repaired to the Starfish Nebula,  
leaving First Woman and First Man 
with the keys to the control room 
 
on Mars, where, for a long time, 
they stared dumbly at the knobs 
and blinking lights. Populate 
 
the Earth, He’d said, I’m off. 
It took some time to aim the beam, 
then First Man overshot, 
 
and all in all they felt it good 
He wasn’t looking. 
The creatures, assembled,  
 
were nothing like the plans.  
But after some time, First Woman  
became charmed, watching 
 
daily as they carved  
and painted, adorned themselves 
with shells, sacrificed, rent 
 
their clothes, ululated, despaired, 
finally found the Word 
and then misplaced it—what fierce 
 
and clumsy efforts at devotion!  
That God, jacking off,  
His fickle Being pulled apart  
 
like taffy, His Eyes turned away, 
could thrill them so! First Man  
became a little jealous, a little 
 
unappreciated; after all, who was God’s 
first pencil sketch, His self-portrait? 
He and First Woman began experimenting 
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with desire. It was hard 
not to, after watching so long. 
He was intoxicated 
 
when he threw the switch,  
and immediately sorry, and she felt guilty, 
too, though she set about changing 
 
all the access codes. The stunned 
creatures blamed themselves. 
But First Man and First Woman 
 
could not have known how life  
panted to be loosed, how  
it circled and circled. Being First,  
 
they had not thought to wonder at God,  
so powerful, leaving them alone 
to stretch Himself before the Dark feet of the universe. 
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Persephone   

 

As if the girl were a sparrow, artless 
as the breeze, unaware of the dark eye 
that watched, transfixed, her fingers  
cup the bell-shaped flower. As if  
 
her tongue knew only the trembling  
speech of nectar, pretty face blank  
as a bud; as if her pale and grass-stained  
knees were made for kneeling.  
 
This is the story he writes, furiously,  
in the dim light, each time I shrug  
his thick robe from my shoulders  
and step into the sun. 
 
In his story, the empty-headed girl 
is tempted by a sweet, misshapen fruit. 
She swallows the seed, and he imagines 
the seed is like a dead weight, and the girl 
 
is like a fish, a pretty bit of silver  
struggling on the line.  His words are stones  
turned from soil. He knows nothing  
of my hands, how I long to smooth  
 
the furrow from his dark brow, to hold  
the seed in my mouth, plait my hair  
with rapier weed and trumpet vine, lie  
breathless and ripening, ready for release.  
 
In my story, he is not afraid of sleep. 
Winter is not death. A seed is desire that seeks  
the earth, and a girl is like an arrow 
through the slow heart of a bear. 
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What I Want for Her  
 
 
Alone in her room, she sings. 
 
Behind the wall, I click the latch,  
twice.  Roar the water from the tap. 
Step into the tub and sling the frosted door  
along its metal track.  
 
Her voice cracks. She knows I’m here. 
 
I could have slipped in, silent as steam.  
Coincidence that I could press  
my ear against the glass, the glass  
against the wall, and hear her secrets. 
 
But now she starts again, 
 
so soft the water barely ripples  
with her breath. She swallows the words 
before they break free. I close my eyes. 
Will the air into her lungs.   
 
Not for me  
 
the gentle flex of cartilage,  
the flutter of wings against bone. 
Not for me.  I lean forward, 
turn off the tap. 
 

 
My hair fell across my back, 
 
a curtain of smoke in the bar. 
 
My skirt spread flat, fingers on the bones 
 
of my face, pressing down along  
 
the strings, against the neck  
 
of the guitar. 
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Now I hear a rasp, a little growl 
from the next room and I grow still, 
place my palm against the tile. I can feel 
her breathing. I can hear each note 
 
of her desire before she sings it. 
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Departure  
 
 
The body is that of a white female, approximately 
fifty years of age.  Due to unusual circumstance,  
we examine her in situ.   
The body will now be referred to as “she.” 
 
There is no evidence of violence, though 
pelvic bones are stretched and flattened 
and her abdomen is scarred.   
Rigor should have passed,  
 
yet she retains a stiffness  
in the lower back and arms, as if struggling  
to stay upright. The tendons at her wrists  
are frayed and barely cling to bone, 
 
suggesting repetitive motion  
or extensive lifting and carrying. 
It is impossible to say  
if this reflects hard labor  
 
or merely an active lifestyle. 
All chambers of her heart are full.   
We are at a loss to explain this finding.  
Though respiration has clearly ceased,  
 
her lungs remain inflated and her skin supple, 
even slightly plumped, as if flushed  
with sudden vitality.  She was discovered 
in this seated posture, arms outstretched. 
 
We are unable to move her, 
short of breaking her limbs.  Despite 
this curiously life-like state, she shows some signs  
of trauma: a peculiar dusky tinge  
 
to the fingertips.  We surmise a lack of oxygen  
to the extremities, or long-term chemical  
exposure, perhaps some type of ink or dye,  
caustic enough to stain her hands. 
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Fork  
 
 
The cypress tree leans out across the pooled 
river, current lapping in the hollows 
of its knees. Its crown is broken. Lightning, 
or a boulder sheared from limestone, has cracked 
 
the trunk. One leafless branch remains, arcing  
over water, high above the cliff, black 
against the redbuds and the lacey oaks. 
Wind shivers the surface of the blue hole; 
 
this is a deep place in the river,  
source of a spring, mossy rocks and roots  
too deep to reach unless you jump.  
He shimmies halfway up,  
 
scraping belly and shins against bark  
rough as calloused skin, knotted  
like the thick shoulders of the men below,  
draped over girls, drinking beer, harsh 
 
golden torsos in a frieze, warriors now, 
not boys—although they raise their eyes to him, 
almost unthinking. Balanced at the knobbed  
joint, he crouches like a question,  
 
a whipcord willow, thin as an arrow. 
He waits to catch his breath before the drop.  
The men stop their conversations, call out  
Yeah, dude! Go little man! Raise their beers high.   
 
Shaking the sunstreaked wedge of hair  
from his eyes, he stretches up, baggy 
mud-covered trunks clinging to hips, steps off.   
Across the river, the sun slips behind 
 
the cypress trees, the boy falls endlessly, 
shadow and light play upon his skin,  
green and brown and gold, the men below 
raise their arms as if to catch him mid-flight. 
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Software Release  
 
 
The yellow pulses dull beneath the skin, 
signifying nothing but a pulse. 
 
Unconscious of my gaze, no deus ex; 
the machine awaits instructions. Take, eat, 
 
I give to you my words inscribed in light, 
self-replicating network packets strung 
 
like bulbs across the night.  This message holds 
both origin and destination; thus 
 
I make you in the image of myself, 
and though no dawn can streak the beige tiled walls 
 
of your cathedral, though it stains like blood 
suffusing skin, I would have you know it— 
 
time. My finger on the key, plastic distaff 
to your spindle, I wait to see your choice:  
 
unwitting servant, blank child, or sudden  
glitch, the warp unmatched to weft, 
 
a yellow blinking eye, the code unwound, 
I am between nothing and one. 
 
The pale fluorescent cylinders flick on; 
you see they are no match for morning light.  
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Browne, After the Witch Trial 
 
  
There is Rose at the riverbank. In her left hand 
she holds a nest of twigs, in her right a silver chain, 
and with it she mocks the crow his cunning,  
as he will Preen and cock his head for little more than glitter.  
 
I do not fear her Spectral form, but devour her 
with my own eyes, feverish bright and furtive. 
She hath made me avian for this Lesson. 
Her Rhetorick is silent, but I have learnt the dead 
 
are metaphoricall. My hands shake so, 
I drop the wren’s eggs, now all in shards, 
and the chicks, still embryonic, I have murder’d  
before they were full formed.  How like the hanged,  
 
with their heads Insupportable,  
and eyes so full of Thought stop’d.  
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Peony 

 
 

I flick my nail against the bud 
a globe, a fist, a fistula 
of bloom.  The petals blush against 
the tip—my tongue could almost trace 
 
the bud-form curve, the ragged seam, 
the aperture just opening. 
Ants swarm the boll, the head hangs low, 
its cantilevered eye remote. 
 
I dreamed a seed.  I dreamed a seed 
would lodge beneath my skin, sown deep, 
perennial, its root a thick 
white stalk, its stem a slender green; 
 
Too soon, this bud has burst.  The head, 
crowned; the tongue too rough; the cheek— 
to fasten on, you rub the cheek. 
Poor lactiflora, milk comes in 
 
when least expected, the palest pink 
suffuses skin; the nipple seeps 
like dawn.  I cup my hands below 
the blossom. Dilate. Receiving.  
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Section III: Creation 
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Chaco Canyon 
 
 
When we were young and just married, 
we took a long drive on a dusty road 
filled with ruts, 
 
veering from side to side  
for hours, wheels on edge,  
skirting gullies carved by rain. 
 
We followed the snake track, 
the bison trace, the dry stream bed. 
The road curled like piñon smoke  
 
against the pale sky. The road 
will go where it goes, you said, as if 
you could chart the ancient geometry  
 
of the high plain.  I held the map,  
watched for signs: Goats Here.  
Fry Bread. Next Gas 60 Miles.   
 
Words pinned against the curvature  
of the earth.  Some evidence 
that we were not lost. 
 
Too late, we reached the canyon.  
Dusk filled the cut  
like rising water.  All this way  
 
for nothing.  Just married, and  
already covered in dirt and sweat.  
The road unspooling before us. 
 

* 
 
In the photograph, darkness 
cross-hatches flat rock and scrub, 
and our tent seems pitched against the moon. 
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We have not yet climbed down 
from the jagged upper rim  
to place our bare hands 
 
on pictographs of palm, moon, star. 
Not witnessed empty chambers or  
dead hearths, cold but still 
 
soot-stained, not held 
each other before descending 
a ladder of rope and bone. 
 
No, in that moment 
we are silver-toned. 
We are a breath of cold air,  
 
sheltered by thin nylon, 
a slender arc against 
the fullness of the moon. 
 
In the photograph, we are 
just married, with  
only breeze and stars around us. 
 

* 
 
Halfway up the butte, three stone slabs wait 
like maiden aunts, positioned to 
receive the sun at solstice, 
 
hands cupped to shape the pure 
clear light into a dagger.  Behind them, 
two spirals: pale scars 
 
incised into the canyon wall.  
Twice a year—when earth turns to  
or from the sun— 
 
the dagger glints against  
ridged flesh and  
knifepoint pierces center. 
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The outer boundary of the  
second spiral marks the cycle 
of the moon. No   
 
showy dagger, only patient 
declination, soft shadow 
passing slowly over stone, 
 
years instead of months 
to reach lunar standstill. 
We gaze across 
 
the canyon, but the butte is too far, 
the marks too faint to stand  
the blaze of noon sun. 
 
In the photograph, I lean against  
a cottonwood, my cheek pressed 
to rough bark. My fingers 
 
trace the shallow troughs and ridges  
of the trunk.  You kneel 
at the streambed, the bare  
 
shadows of leaves passing over 
your skin.  Your hands are cupped,  
holding water to your lips. 
 
Halfway up the butte, the spirals 
fall into deep shade. 
Twirl follows twirl. 
 

* 
 
On the canyon floor, the pueblo walls 
are half-collapsed, the outer boundary 
breached. Why build the village  
 
under Threatening Rock?   
They knew its treacherous nature; 
shored it up  
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with earthworks, left the mark 
of six-toed gods on canyon walls, 
built their own chambers 
 
below ground—vast kivas carved 
and mortared into earth. 
Penitents of the circle. 
 
The village will go where  
it goes, they said, the rock will fall 
where it falls. 
 
You see it first:  
the flaked stone and ochre powder, 
the burnt wood. 
 
A woman’s hands must have smoothed 
the ruddy coils, working  
earth into vessel, painting the belly 
 
chalk white with ziggurats  
of black.  In the photograph, you and I hold 
a tiny shard, fingers 
 
grazing brushstrokes  
from the deep-fired clay.  We are 
walking up the path to the edge of the canyon, 
 
leaving the ruins and the shattered pots behind, 
the sky above us a deep, implacable blue.   
We are just married. 
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For Thomas Browne, To Read Upon the Day We Are Hanged 
 
 
Dear Doctor Browne, I am given this night before our death 
to lay downe my petition for the Mercy of our Lord. 
Yet I am not afraid of death, nor have done any act 
but with intent of Mercy on the living. Thus do I offer you 
this charity, as you have writ, not to heal ourselves  
by giving balm to others, but that you may be in future days 
 
untroubled. Though you profess a genial mien, and a publick faith  
that flickers friendly as the kitchen fire behind the fire-screen,  
I see a rage beyond the hearth. Doubt, Curiosity, indeed  
a generous Nature lick about the old dry logs our Fathers 
would have us cut and carry daily. First let me tell you plain: 
I am a witch, and Amy my apprentice. You were not wrong  
 
in this. Though a woman, I am lettered. I found a lively wit 
in your apologia—O, hidden carefully! You choose not to offend  
(except when asked to visit death upon another). Not Bishops,  
Amy and I. Not even Physicians. Perhaps we are as creatures  
of the stream, and to us you freely take your scalpel  
and your measuring hand. Opened, we are but your texts.  
 
Then I will be your text! Think upon us as your dusty books,  
though we are writ in divers characters more ancient  
and more secret. You so love a Mystery, and ever seek the tracery  
of God upon this world, yet look away in fear of Eve and all her daughters.  
You so love a Metaphor, yet look for His Marks only. Your alphabet 
is like a child’s, lacking those letters more subtle and difficult  
 
to form. You who have delivered many, did you never think  
how like the wine the cord-blood? How the breast sustains  
the child, the body’s bread? I was stript naked by the good men 
of this town and they wondered at my teats still milky 
at this age. They wondered so they thrust themselves 
upon me til I bled. I think they were not seeking knowledge,  
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yet this I give to you; women have manuscripts upon our skin.  
Of scrolls we keep in our dark hollows, we give them 
each to each, according to her profession. This I gave to Amy:  
how she might succor a starving child. This she gave me:  
how to loose the pins and nails from the womb 
of a girl. You know we bleed, yet all your books 
 
tell only of one sacrifice, though our common Enemy has ever  
used the nail. Think on this when next you choose to pin 
a life upon a board. Also, I confess, we women hold dominion  
over small familiars: the toad, the mouse, the poultry 
of the house, else they would be forgotten, and aimless,  
and apt to do his bid, whom we reject. And when you cast 
 
them to the fire, we too are burned, as Mr. Donne has writ 
in Meditations, and poor Amy shewed at Tryall. Ah, I am angry!  
But I forgive you your trespass. I think you hold Life dear.  
Here is mine, your forfeit—your specimen of Witch. Dissect me,  
I prithee, and assuage your guilt. My body is my word, all else 
denied me, and freely I give it, that you may learn. Rose. 
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Chiroptera (Handwing) 
 
Cell phone videos of Corpus Christi State School employees forcing mentally disabled residents into late-night prize 
fights have left Texas families and advocates for people with disabilities in search of answers – not just about 
security but about human nature.  

Dallas Morning News, March 14, 2009 

 
I. Frio River Bat Flight 
 
The wing is something like a hand, 
the thumb a claw, four slender finger bones 
unnaturally long and flexed to stretch 
the leathered skin, itself composed 
 
of cedar smoke, ammonia, and night air. 
Deep underground, the rustling conjures up 
trace memory, a long forgotten prayer. 
Did we know how to usher in the dusk? 
 
The bats begin to wheel about, evolve 
before our eyes, unfold against the sky; 
their superstructure wings expand, dissolve 
at the horizon, sacrificed to moonlight. 
 
The children in our group gaze up, transfixed 
The column rises, fans out, seeking insects. 
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II. Grotesque 
 
The fluttering becomes mad. 
Their wings brush against our skin 
as the bats rush from their dark 
hold.  One falls, a tiny thing— 
 
tissue-paper wing crushed, furred 
ungainly body stilled, heart 
slowing as our guide cradles 
it in his palm.  We gather 
 
round, greedy for the fallen 
monster: nightmare at our feet. 
But the feeble twisted wing, 
the ears filled with dust—our guide 
 
takes off his hat, silently 
puts the bat in its felt crown. 
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III. Corpus Christi State School  
 
Some miles away, a teacher calls the play-by-play; 
two boys are fighting. One lands a clumsy 
blow and cries to see the blood that streams  
from his opponent’s nose. He falls down, 
 
broken as the bat, but there are no kind hands 
here, no felt crown, only jeers and promises— 
candy, a TV show, an extra hour of light   
at bedtime. Those who saw the video  
 
could sense their sweet confusion, two boys  
taught to hit, not in anger but for love.  
The teacher goes to prison; the boys remain  
there. Some miles away, the man who runs the state  
 
is praying loudly. Those who watch the video  
can sense no shame. 
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IV. Why Even Now  
 
The ranger steps away, puts the tiny bat 
inside the cave. I believe in this. 
We are not made of darkness, though 
we do dark things. To see ourselves as less   
  
removes the rage. It all becomes reduced 
to sanctimony. Forced belief is not belief  
but servitude, and the slave cannot love  
his master, and love is what draws us each day  
 
from the dark center. Because human is not monster,  
and hand could be wing. The bats are gone.  
It seems that time has slowed, become  
unsettled with their passing. The caliche path 
 
gleams white, a moonlit spiral. From here,  
we cannot see the campfire or the road. 
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Why Dylan Says “Barbie”  
 

for Dylan, who is autistic 

 
Is it that she can be a little chip of Beauty in your hand? 
Her plastic limbs serene as marble, her perfect flat affect 
 
a canvas for your thoughts, too heavy and baroque 
for the thin fabric of a real girl?  No: you already love 
 
a real girl, gentle and misshapen, a Picasso come to life, 
eyes flickering with the light of wordless speech. 
 
Is it that she is quiet as a museum, a hollow chamber 
barely punctuated by the echo of your heels? No: 
 
you are a cataract of chatter, entranced by pale Athena 
but dumbstruck and embarrassed by the birth  
 
of Venus. Is it that you think a woman comes from a shell?   
No: you’ve tumbled seashells in a bucket, 
 
calmed yourself with the clank and rasp of empty  
carapace and sand.  Is it that you crave emptiness? 
 
Are you empty, scoured clean, only the mold  
of yourself left after the forming?  
 
No. I have seen you make this: 
shell, painting, girl, metaphor. 
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Estuary  
 
 
Not the sweep and crash or endless blue; 

no majesty of whitecap   

or emerald swell;  

no singing. 

You arc your line through saltgrass, toes  

buried in marsh, the sun  

a pool of coral and fire;  

you are digging for bait when it hits.  

The filament flares in almost dusk;   

you, a small corona,  

your delight, hands locked, knees braced, 

daughter 

of swallow-tail and jackknife clam, you wrestle  

a hammerhead, a baby,   

from the Gulf.  Panting, he moves in the net 

with low panic. 

I watch your hands smooth his sides;  

you grasp him tight, a child’s need  

to keep the flesh near. 

Your father cuts the hook; how could the slender wire  

and half-transparent line 

 have pulled this creature from the tide? 

And now, you turn to the moon;  

water rising  

to touch your ragged hem,  

you watch the ripple of his tail  

as he swims free. 
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This Poem is a Cyborg  
 
This is the default network. 
The physical circuit of self 
speaking. Seed pods rattling  
in apothecary drawers. 
 
Some are whole, some  
are ground to dust, others sprout 
a little, even in darkness, 
mingling with old wood.  
 
This is amyloid beta. This 
is a metaphor, the only way 
the self knows the self. The mind  

wandering 
 
in the sheaves. The seeds 
are folded in paper, 
then planted. The path 
no longer cleared of weeds.  
 
I was a dream always-on. 
I was a glucose flood. 
I was a story 
my body told itself. 
 
The path is not clear, 
but this is a metaphor.   
My mind rushes  
and breaks over rocks.   
 
These are the remains: 
driftwood, seed pods, flotsam. 
Gather me up 
from the blank page. 
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Ivy Pattern 
 
 
What strange thread that stitches me to time— 
this ivy cup. Half-full of milk and coffee, 
these veins of leaf and vine, this woman’s 
 
geometry: the circle both filled and empty.   
When you were born, you woke with fingers curled  
against the dawn, and I woke with you.   
 
Now you are grown, and wake alone, and leave  
me here without a word. I want to tell you, 
this is the space between the cradle 
 
and the needle plate. This is how you place 
the bobbin, like a little metal baby in its bed. 
The Singer sat where you sit, on felt and oilcloth.   
 
She worked the treadle with her foot,  
and the chatter of the flywheel  
shook the table.  Look, she told me,  
 
when the foot moves, the needle stabs and gathers.  
The bobbin rocks the cradle; the needle  
gathers and stabs. She let me cut the quilt squares— 
 
chambray, flour sack, his one good shirt  
of fine linen. Her ivy cup trembling  
on its ivy saucer, circlets of ivy, in slight relief.  
 
Memory is slipware, the vine a raised seam.  
My mother, her daughter, placed the quilt upon my bed,  
white scallops rolling off in waves, or petals,  
 
circlets of squares, floral sprigged cotton, linen   
like heavy cream. Women may speak by making  
when words would break the heart. I still wake early,  
 
put the coffee on. We sit together, silent.  
I watch your fingers trace the pattern—two green vines,  
the scattered leaves like open palms, returning. 
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Forgetting 
 
 
Some of a certain age would see the stylus, 

its gently crooked arm raised and lowered, 

the nib just brushing the wax, and instead 

of the delicate groove, the ever winding line, 

the circle you spun in the ecstasy of youth, 

in the center of your room, the song bursting 

from the root, thrilling the nerves, rough  

at the fingertips, sweet on the tongue,  

you the vessel, you the fountain— 

instead, the needle drops, skitters over  

the worn down spot; it was the song  

you loved most. 
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The Lost Gospels of Mary Magdalene 
 
 
…of the vision that was not the Lord 
 
For Elisabeth had seen the vision at the olive tree, and for three days following— 
in the coarse grain she pounded at the hearth, and in the fire that fell to blue and passed  
a cooling flame across her hands.   
 
And when the loaves swelled under cloth, she knew and went alone into the desert. 
And dusk fell upon her like a robe, and she was hidden from the eyes of the Lord. 
 
Her fear was great, and darkness came to pass, but it was darkness fine-spun with starlight,  
and quickening, as her womb would quicken, and the voice, thick and sweet  
as sand in honey, told her, Take your part  
 
or they will unleaven the world.  Give of your body and your blood, and let them make a 
shadow play; they can fill many baskets with dry seed while we work. 

 
But Elisabeth was troubled, for she knew and did not know the voice, and it was not 
the voice of the Lord. She became bold and spoke into the darkness,  
 
Show yourself! And the voice said, Step into the water.   
 
And Elisabeth beheld the moonlight pooling on the sand and stepped therein, and soft hands 
held her, and she was nourished by the water and filled, and her son was made of ebb tide,  
and she was not surprised  
 
When Zacharias returned from the temple struck dumb. 
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…that the crone and the maiden are chosen 
 
And in the sixth month she was called again, and the voice said Welcome 
your sister, she is young and afraid, and they will claim her, for they are cast from one mold, 
believing the plow bit makes the corn and neither the Light nor the Water. 
 
Thus Mary came to Elisabeth in her child-bed, and put her hands to the belly 
melon-taut, and the child leapt at her touch and Elisabeth cried O, Spirit!  And Mary said, 
is it not the Lord? 
 
And Elisabeth said, It is not the Lord.  
 
And the Spirit said, I am formless but not void, and you are of me. And Mary trembled beside 
Elisabeth in the child-bed and they felt the earth groan as if turned by a great wheel, 
 
And the voice said, You are of me and I am within you as water in amphorae.  
Hold me unto the ninth month, then break upon the dust,  
 
break upon the dry seed, and you will be no handmaid,  
but one who brings forth the green vine. 
And Mary said, she was barren and I am yet a girl.  
 
And the voice said, Break upon the dust!  
 
Weeping, Mary said, How was I chosen of you? I am low born. And the Spirit gentled her, and 
told her, the root is the lowest in the soil. All nature, all formations, all creatures are entwined, 
one with the other. 
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…that the mother shall name him 
 
In full time Elisabeth called for Mary, as she might help her in childbirth, 
but Mary had returned home. Thus did Elisabeth labor alone, and no woman came to her room, 
nor Zacharias, nor no one,  
 
And she was afraid as the Spirit commanded her: Deliver me 
this child that I might name him and show him the way.  And Elisabeth groaned, and bleeding 
pushed the child from her body, and cried, Am I but your vessel? 
 
And upon the breach the voice said, The child is the vessel. 
 
Then did Elisabeth feel the Spirit breathe upon her skin, cool as water on the desert,  
and she held the child to her breast and slept. And in her sleep, she saw a vision,  
that her soul and her child’s soul and the souls of all beings were the garments of desire,  
 
and desire was not darkness, but dawn breaking.   
 
And in her vision, desire was not a snake curled at the foot of a tree, but a thick root,  
and the root held the tree to the riverbank, and the branches reached up to the sun, rejoicing. 
 
And she knelt below it with her son, and together they washed a linen garment, 
as other women washed other garments. And the men gazed upon them, and reached for the 
child to claim him  
 
and call him in the name of the father.  
 
But Elisabeth stood before them, and walked into the river, and lifted her son in her arms 
saying, His name will be John. 
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…of the labor of creation 
 
And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree from Caesar Augustus, that all 
the world should be taxed. 
 
And this is how they told the story, with the laws of men at the head of the Lord and the labor 
of women hidden from His eyes. 
 
But the inn-keeper’s wife, an honorable woman, beheld a blazing in the night sky 
tho it was long dark, and she hurried from the bed to gather linens, and to make a fire, and she 
rent the cloth and warmed it, 
 
And the blazing in the sky became so brilliant she was blinded, and tho she could not see, she 
heard a voice that lowed to her as cattle low, and the voice said, Witness.  
 
And the earth seemed to groan as if turned by a great wheel, but she was not afraid, 
and she came to Mary, who was hidden with the beasts of the field. 
 
And tho her mouth was stuffed with rough cloth, and her cries like birds strangled,  
And tho the rough shepherd held her right hand, and the sweet-smelling king her left, 
And tho the imperious Angel stood at her feet,  
 
Mary was transcendent with Spirit, and she held the child fast.   
 
Then the inn-keeper’s wife came to her, and kissed her head, and told her, Give  
the child unto the world and I will witness that he was born of you and you alone. 
 
And Mary was comforted and she gave the child unto the world.  
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Women’s Work 
 
 
To make a heart from scratch, even tiny,  
mouse-sized, she was surprised to find 
that soap was best. No chemicals, reagents,  
electrospinning, leaching: none of it  
 
as good as common soap. The soap was best  
for flesh. An elegant solution:  
when concentrated in the lab,  
the steady drip strips the donor heart 
 
of once-living cells. A lung requires   
hand-washing, the bluish marbled meat 
dissolved, the pulmonary tree exposed, 
the delicate hollows, symmetrical, alveolar.  
 
The liver is simpler, mere reduction, translucent  
as tallow and ashes. The first soap  
was gleaned from sacrifice. A thousand years ago,  
she would have cast bones and entrails 
 
to burn, boiled fat, scrabbled in the fire 
for cinders. A body is made clean from the flesh 
of another body. All around her, ghost hearts, 
ghost lungs, faint superstructures of cartilage  
 
glowing like radium. Today, she will deliver  
life, infusing organ scaffolds with broth,  
draping small galaxies in a swath of stars, 
pluripotent tissue cells hung 
 
like pale fabric. Not yet stained 
with rude blood, her mouse heart waits 
to beat, the lungs to breathe, silent 
in amniotic glass, dumb life 
 
re-assembling. Common as birth. 
She could be making cutwork lace. 
She could be on her knees to wash 
the stillborn lamb for rendering. 
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Night-shining Clouds  
 
 
When my mother has trouble sleeping,  
I could bring her noctilucent 
and explain that dust settles 
at the doorstep of space. 
 
“Before the void,” they call it. 
I could tell her clouds form there, 
smoke-blue, that veil the ragged edge 
of Earth’s last range.   
 
We could remember end-of-summer 
fires, the lantern flaring cobalt  
in the dusk; her gift of incandescent  
as the soft whoosh of yellow flame  
 
hissed and thinned to blue  
and the mantle turned to ash  
behind glass. But the light fades,  
and the book that lies across her chest  
 
is spilling out its words like ink.  
Indigo clouds her head.  
She is ashamed of broken thoughts,  
lips stitched shut and trembling  
 
to hold a smile. She is afraid 
her words will roll away like marbles,  
will slip out like smoke, will drip  
from the corners of her mouth,  
 
slurry from the well we found together.   
Iron, she told me, that sharp tang  
is the taste of iron. That night I dreamed  
a sluggish swirl below our feet,  
 
coaxed upward through elemental veins;  
her hand on mine, she showed me how  
to prime the rusted pump, then left me  
to draw the water and carry it home. 
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Notes on the Poems 
 

To Bear, or Carry Across 

The epigraph in this poem is from Green Mansions: A Romance of the Tropical Forest, a novel by 
William Henry Hudson first published in 1904. The novel featured a wild “jungle girl” named 
Rima who was the precursor to a comic book and film heroine of the same name, although in 
later depictions, Rima was sexualized and made into an action hero. 
 
    
Kepler 

This poem is based on the life and works of the sixteenth-century astronomer and 
mathematician, Johannes Kepler, and on the NASA telescope named in his honor.  
 
Johannes Kepler made many scientific advances, including a description the laws of planetary 
motion, an explanation of how the Moon’s gravitational pull influenced the tides, and a 
calculation of the year of Christ’s birth.  
 
The Kepler Space Telescope was launched in 2009, with a mission to search for other habitable 
planets by measuring the brightness of stars over time, thus intuiting the presence of orbiting 
planets by the reduction in brightness as the planets pass in front of stars. 
 
 
Browne, Dissecting; Browne, After the Witch Trial; For Thomas Browne, To Read Upon the Day 
We Are Hanged 
 
This trilogy of poems is based on the life and works of Sir Thomas Browne, a seventeenth-
century physician, essayist, and natural philosopher. Browne’s most famous work is Religio 
Medici, his treatise in two parts, roughly analogous to the Old and New Testaments, in which he 
attempts to reconcile his religious faith with his interest in science and practice as a physician.  
 
Browne was known for his vast library, his prodigious curiosity and grasp of many languages, his 
collection of scientific specimens, and, unfortunately, for his testimony at one of the Bury St. 
Edmunds witch trials in 1662, in which two elderly widows, Rose Cullender and Amy Denny, 
were tried and hanged as witches. A report of the trial can be found here: 
http://www.lowestoftwitches.com/the_trial_report.htm.  
 
The first poem in the trilogy features an epigraph from the 1672 edition of Browne’s 
Pseudodixia Epidemica (also known as Vulgar Errors), a catalog of scientific and philosophic 
assumptions which he believed to be in error and attempted to correct through his own 
scholarly research. The last poem in the trilogy includes some specific details from the trial as 
well as a reference to Browne’s understanding of Christian charity, explained in Religio.   

http://www.lowestoftwitches.com/the_trial_report.htm
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Chiroptera (Handwing) 
 
This poem includes details from a Texas trial in which employees of a state-run organization for 
the care of the mentally disabled (euphemistically named a “state school”) goaded residents 
into prize fights, which they then videotaped with a cell phone. The abuse was only discovered 
when the cell phone was found by a third party and turned in to authorities.   
 
The epigraph is a quote from a Dallas newspaper story about the trial (Ramshaw, Emily. “What 
Plants Seeds of Evil? Forced Fights at Corpus Christi State School Raise Disturbing Questions.” 
Dallas Morning News. 14  March 2009. Web). 
 
The Lost Gospels of Mary Magdalene 
 
This poem imagines the missing texts of the fragmentary Gospel of Mary, one of the texts in the 
Berlin Gnostic Codex, discovered in Egypt in the nineteenth century, in dialogue with the King 
James Version of the Gospel of Luke.  
 
 
Women’s Work 
 
This poem explores the field of tissue engineering, in which scientists have successfully grown 
organs and other tissue on natural organ scaffolds (structures similar to endoskeletons that are 
present in living organs) by first removing the old organ tissue and then infusing the scaffold 
with new cells.  


